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Abstract
Changes in the abundance of protein and RNA molecules can impair the formation of
complexes in the cell leading to toxicity and death. Here we exploit the information
contained in protein, RNA and DNA interaction networks to provide a comprehensive
view of the regulation layers controlling the concentration-dependent formation
of assemblies in the cell. We present the emerging concept that RNAs can act as
scaffolds to promote the formation ribonucleoprotein complexes and coordinate the
post-transcriptional layer of gene regulation. We describe the structural and interaction network properties that characterize the ability of protein and RNA molecules
to interact and phase separate in liquid-like compartments. Finally, we show that
presence of structurally disordered regions in proteins correlate with the propensity
to undergo liquid-to-solid phase transitions and cause human diseases. Also see the
video abstract here https://youtu.be/kfpqibsNfS0
KEYWORDS
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INTRODUCTION

The formation of macromolecular complexes is concentrationdependent and requires specific stoichiometric proportions to func-

Healthy cellular growth and development require a tight control of

tion correctly.[4] For this reason, macromolecular assemblies are

gene regulation, the process determining if, when and how abun-

affected[5] when the abundances of their components change without

dantly a certain gene is expressed. Gene regulation requires the

control. If not modulated by interactions with other molecules such as

crosstalk among protein-protein, protein-DNA and protein-RNA inter-

nucleic acids,[6] formation of large protein complexes can result either

action networks to guarantee stability and functionality to all bio-

in aberrant aggregation, due to the inability to maintain solubility,[7] or

chemical processes in the cell. Dysregulation of any of these interac-

in toxic gain of function, when additional partners are attracted.[8]

tions networks can impair cellular functions and lead to cell death.[1]

The study of protein-RNA interactions suggested an important

This phenomenon is particularly critical for genes whose alteration in

regulatory role, played by transcripts, in coordinating the forma-

abundance[2] cause toxicity.[3]

tion of protein assemblies.[7,9] Here, we discuss the formation and
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composition of interaction networks established at the DNA (tran-

binding of client proteins, other chaperones and co-chaperones,[22]

scriptional layer of regulation), RNA (translational layer of regula-

and is central in protein-protein interaction networks.[23] Intriguingly,

tion) and protein (post-translational layer of regulation) levels. With

Hsp70 interacts with its own mRNA[24] and has a disordered C-

this review, we wish to show that these findings can be inte-

terminal region of ∼10 kDa[25] (highly conserved across species and

grated in the framework of regulatory networks controlling biological

containing the Glu-Glu-Val-Asp regulatory motif), which indicates that

functions.

some physicochemical properties are shared with the intrinsically disordered protein (IDP) and RBP class (Figure 1B and Figure S1).

PROTEIN-DNA, PROTEIN-RNA AND
PROTEIN-PROTEIN INTERACTION COORDINATE
REGULATORY NETWORKS
With the aim of understanding how proteins are regulated from the
interaction network point of view,[10] we analyzed the properties of
four different genesets that, due to their cellular roles and physicochemical properties, establish a large number of contacts with other
macromolecules(Figure 1A; Table 1).

Intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs) are
widespread
Genes coding for IDPs play a central role in protein-protein interaction
networks. IDPs have the property of containing unstructured regions
that bind with low affinity and high specificity to other proteins[10]
forming multiple and transient complexes.[26] Classic examples of IDPs
are the 40S and 60S components of the ribosome[27] and several
neuronal proteins such as SNCA,[28] that binds to multiple proteins

Transcription factors (TFs) form large
macromolecular assemblies
Recent chromatin immunoprecipitation and high-throughput sequencing experiments have provided genome-wide details of transcription
factors binding sites, revealing important information on TFs activi-

involved in synaptic vesicle formation and dopamine level control[29]
(Figure 1B and Figure S1). Interestingly, a fraction of IDPs include RBPs
and TFs (Figure 1B and Figure S1). Among them we can find splicing factors such as the Transformer-2 protein homolog alpha TRA2A[30] and
the transcriptional repressor Ying and Yang (YY1) that can bind to both
DNA and RNA.[31]

ties in human cells.[11] TFs form large complexes with their protein
partners[12] acting in a combinatorial way to regulate common target
genes through specific contacts with DNA elements.[13] A subgroup of
TFs has also RNA-binding ability and examples include Mothers against
decapentaplegic homolog SMAD[14] and Lamin B Receptor[15] (Figure 1 B and Figure S1).

INTERACTION NETWORKS ARE ORCHESTRATED
BY MASTER REGULATORS
We collected the main features of TFs, RBPs, HSPs and IDPs in the
context of interaction networks. While IDPs and HSPs are almost
exquisitely involved in the post-translational layer of gene regu-

RNA-binding proteins (RBPs) bind in a combinatorial
way

lation (protein-protein networks),TFs (protein-DNA networks) and
RBPs (protein-RNA networks) act respectively at the transcriptional
and translational layers, although RBPs should be considered also

Similar to TFs, RBPs build large complexes with other proteins to regu-

active at the pre-translational layer, especially for transcripts splicing,

late the stability and translation of transcripts,[16] as well as processes

polyadenylation and localization.[16]

related to RNA processing such as splicing and polyadenylation.[17,18]
The number of RBP partners is particularly large and in some cases,
such as for instance the ribosome, different arrangements of the constitutive components, or combinatorial,[19] results in high heterogeneity and specialization of the whole translation system (Figure 1B and

HSPs, RBPs and IDPs are highly abundant and
associated with a large number of protein-protein
interactions

Figure S1).
With respect to the rest of the proteome (P), TFs, RBPs, HSPs and
IDPs show a significantly larger number of protein interactions, in

Heat shock proteins (HSPs) interact with a large part
of the proteome

accordance with their role of master regulators (Figure 2A; Table 1;
Supplementary Information). As IDPs, RBPs and HSPs are highly
abundant (Figure 2B) and active in the cell at all times (Supplemen-

Highly conserved in evolution and abundant in the cell, HSPs inter-

tary Information), changes in their concentration are expected to

act with a large number of proteins and are key elements in the

produce strong effects, because they can give rise to stoichiometric

post-translational layer.[20] The heat shock protein 70 (Hsp70) has an

imbalance of protein complexes.[32] By contrast, TFs are poorly

essential role of “molecular chaperone” assisting in protein folding, dis-

abundant and increase their expression only in specific phases of

aggregation, and degradation.[21] Hsp70 is a physical platform for the

cell development or under external stimuli.[33,34] Yet, if uncontrolled,
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F I G U R E 1 Dosage-dependent assembly. (A) Seven protein groups whose concentration dependence is linked to specific cellular functions and
interaction network properties. Green: proteins forming high number of complexes and performing as “hubs” in multiple cellular processes; blue:
proteins whose concentration increases and stoichiometric unbalances can either trigger the formation of large macromolecular assemblies or
prevent their formation. (B) Associations among the four classes of gene examined. Circles represent gene classes (coding for TF, IDPs, RBPs or
HSPs), with a diameter proportionate to the gene set size; overlap between two circles indicates the number of genes identified in both classes.
Green: portion of genes of a set coding for proteins that tend to phase-separate; blue: portion of dose-sensitive genes within each set. The figure
represents only the population overlaps >1%. For a more complete information, see Supplementary Figure S1 and Table S1
changes in TFs expression can lead to severe imbalance of cell

impairments of functional networks.[36] Specifically in the case of

functions. For example, the abundance of RE-1 silencing transcrip-

Parkinson’s disease, stimulation of REST expression by trichostatin

tion factor REST, a repressive transcription factor active in neurons,

A results in increased cell fitness, as shown using in vitro (SH-SY5Y

physiologically increases during aging[35] but in Alzheimer’s dis-

cells) and in vivo (nigrostriatal dopaminergic neurons) models of the

ease patients the expression levels are constant, which indicates

disease.[37]
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Cellular regulatory levels and their associated interaction networks

Regulatory levels

Network and function

Data source

Stimulus and signal transmission
Heat shock

Gene cards

Protein-DNA interactions
Transcription factors regulation

GTRD
JASPAR

RNA secondary structure
Protection and interaction

Parallel analysis of RNA
structure PARS

Protein-RNA interaction
RNA processing, RNA expression,
Translation regulation

ENCODE
RNA interactome capture

Signal

Transcription

Post-transcription

Translation
Protein-Protein interactions
Translation regulation
Post-translation
Stoichiometric requirements
Protein abundance regulation

PaxDb
BioGRID
Genecards
AmyPro

Regulatory levels in the cell (left). To achieve this regulation, specific “hub” proteins have to interact in a coordinated manner through specific functional
networks (middle). Information relative to the interaction networks discussed in this work are reported (right; Supporting Information)

HSPs, RBPs and IDPs are tightly regulated by
protein-DNA networks

and RNA polymerase II to work.[48] Importantly, transcripts encoding
IDPs in humans tend to have higher proportions of predicted miRNA
target sites and higher mRNA decay rates, indicative of their tight

Analysis of transcriptional networks indicates that HSPs, RBPs, IDPs

regulation.[49]

and TFs have comparable degrees of regulation at the transcriptional
layer (Figure 2C; Supplementary Information).[38] This finding indicates that these genes are tightly controlled at all levels and interaction networks must act in great synchrony. RBPs and HSPs are the

HSPs, RBPs and IDPs are tightly regulated by
protein-RNA networks

most regulated (Figure 2C), which is required to optimize the response
to external stimuli, such as environmental changes[39] and stress.[40]

Although current literature does not agree on whether RNA and

DNA damages, for instance, are known to down-regulate the tran-

protein levels are correlated in the cell,[50,51] we found that this is

scription of the anti-apoptotic RBP Staufen2, resulting in activation

indeed the case for HSPs, RBPs, IDPs and TFs(Figure 2D; same results

of cell death pathways.[41] Several combinatorial associations of TFs

were observed for RNA levels of K562 and HepG2 cell lines; Sup-

also regulate HSPs depending on stimuli.[42] TFs are activated upon

plementary Information) for which a strong degree of cooperation

stress,[43] and, for example, interferon-γ treatment increases the levels

exists between pre-translational and post-translational networks.[52]

of Hsp70 through STAT-1 that interacts with HSF1, antagonizing the

We note that RBPs cause changes in gene expression that are about

effects of other TFs such

asSTAT-3.[44]

More in general, TFs act hierprograms[45]

one order of magnitude smaller than those caused by TFs.[53] Yet,

and in many

RBP scan significantly alter gene expression, as shown by several

cases, such as for BRCA1[46] and P53,[47] they exploit auto-regulatory

IDPs such as SNCA, that have their expression and translation tightly

feed-back loops to control their expression. IDPs are present in the TF

modulated by RBP networks.[54] Given the spectrum of conditions in

machinery and, as in the case of the Mediator co-activator complex,

which they operate (infection, inflammation, different toxins), HSPs

can induce conformational changes that allow the mediator complex

have the strongest regulation at post-transcriptional level (Figure 2E;

archically to exert control in developmental
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F I G U R E 2 Coordination of protein-protein, protein-DNA and protein-RNA networks for master regulators. Box plots comparing properties of
“hub” proteins: intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs), heat shock proteins (HSPs), transcription factors (TFs), RNA-binding proteins (RBPs) and as
a control the rest of the proteome (P) (Supporting Information). (A) Protein-protein network or post-translational layer of regulation; (B) Protein
abundance; (C) Protein-DNA network or transcriptional layer of regulation; (D) RNA abundance; (E) Protein-RNA network or post- transcriptional
layer of regulation; (F) RNA secondary structure content(Supporting Information). Notably, (F) correlates with (E), as reported in our recent
work[6] and follows the same trend presented in (A, B and D) panels. The boxes show the interquartile range (IQR), the central line represents the
median, the whiskers add 1.5 times the IQR to the 75 percentile (box upper limit) and subtract 1.5 times the IQR from the 25 percentile (box lower
limit). The significance was calculated using Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (*P< 0.05; **P< 0.01; ***P< 0.001; ****P< 0.0001)

Supplementary Information). Similarly to TFs, RBPs control their

formation of large protein-RNA assembly,[57,58] which influences viral

expression by acting on their RNAs through auto-regulatory loops and

packing. From a transcriptome point of view, Seemann and co-workers,

specific RBP networks.[55,56]

observed a tight relationship between protein binding and conservation of structural elements in RNAs.[59] Some long non-coding RNAs
such as NEAT1[60] and XIST[61] have been shown to exploit their struc-

STRUCTURE-DRIVEN RNA INTERACTIVITY IS AN
EMERGING PROPERTY OF PROTEIN-RNA
NETWORKS

tured domains to scaffold protein assemblies. It should be mentioned

The amount of RNA structure influences interaction with proteins.

the number of RBP-RNA interactions (Figure 2E) correlates with the

Gladfelter and co-workers observed that secondary structure defines

amount of double-stranded regions especially in coding transcripts

the ability of certain RNAs to self-associate and phase separate with

(Figure 2F).[6] The origin of this relationship, observed with a number

that there is a present and active debate about structural differences
between coding and non-coding transcripts.[62]
In agreement with the examples above we recently reported that

Whi3.[9]

More recently, it has been reported the

of different experimental approaches, is that double-stranded regions

presence of stable structured elements flanking single stranded RNA

increase the amount of structure in RNAs, reducing its intrinsic flexi-

sequences is recognized by SARS-Co-2 nucleocapsid protein to trigger

bility . By contrast, RNAs targeting complementary regions in nucleic

the poly-Q protein
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acids such as antisense, microRNAs and of long intergenic non-coding

double-stranded regions have high propensity to attract proteins in

We note

large complexes.[30] These transcripts act as scaffolds for the forma-

that while for each amino acid residue there are two torsional degrees

tion of ribonucleoprotein complexes that are able to phase separate in

of freedom, RNA dimensionality is much greater– for each nucleotide

the nucleus or cytoplasm.[75]

RNAs

(lincRNAs) display the smallest amount of structure.[6]

residue there are seven independent torsion angles: six backbone torsional angles and one angle that describes the rotation of the base relative to the sugar.[63] Thus, an RBP can bind to a specific nucleotide

RNA controls liquid-liquid phase separation (LLPS)

region, single- or double-stranded, more tightly if the RNA partner
contains a certain amount of structured regions. Presence of a folded
structure in a RNA molecule favors the formation of stable and welldefined binding sites with functional roles and, in turn, evolutionary
selection for RBP binding.[6,59] We stress that our observation does not
suggest that protein binding sites and double-stranded regions coincide. If a specific interaction occurs in a small loop at the end of a
long stem, the overall region can be considered enriched in doublestranded nucleotides, although the exact binding is in a single-stranded

Triggered by a high-concentration of the constitutive components and
favored by RNA scaffolds,[75,76] liquid-liquid phase separation (LLPS)
is a rather common process in the cell and consists in the formation of large ribonucleoprotein assemblies (Figure 1; Table 1).[77,78]
A number of phase-separated organelles have been shown to contain specific mixtures of RNAs and RBPs that are difficult to characterize due to their intrinsic lability.[79] Indeed, these assemblies
exchange elements with the surrounding environment and adapt to

Thus, structured RNA also means that loops and single

the cellular conditions in a dynamic way.[6] One of the membrane-

stranded RNA regions between double stranded RNA stems exhibit

less organelles requiring phase separation to form is the ribosome.[80]

less conformational flexibility and provide attachment sites for single

Before its export to the cytoplasm, ribosomal components self-

stranded RNA-binding protein.

assemble in the nucleoli. Processing of ribosomal RNAs initiates in

region.[64]

Our observation was originally based on the analysis of RNA
structures measured in vitro,[6] which could differ from the in vivo
one for the action of RNA-binding proteins and other molecules.[65,66]
Although the mechanisms of structure formation in vivo are still poorly
characterized,[67]

previous analysis suggests a prevalence of single-

stranded regions

[68]

and conservation of double-stranded regions

in specific cases.[69] Indeed, in the complex cellular environment,
RNA undergoes a number of modifications such as methylation that

the dense fibrillar part of the nucleolus and continues in the granular component,[81] where the RNAs attracts ribosomal proteins and
forms phase-separated subunits with them.[82] Stress granules (SGs)
are another example of phase-separated organelle containing both
protein and RNA molecules. SG form in the cell simultaneously to
translation inhibition, contribute to regulation of gene expression
in physiological conditions and are involved in pathologies such as
neurodegeneration.[83]

can influence RNA structures.[70,71] Despite the increase in singlestranded regions in vivo,[65,66] we found that the correlation between
amount of double-stranded regions and number of protein interactions

RBP proteins undergo liquid-to-solid phase transition
(LSPT)

is still conserved in vivo, which further supports the general validity of
the trend (Figure S2).

SG proteins are particularly prone to LLPS (>25% of our LLPS database

In summary, our analysis reveals that the main players of all lay-

is composed of SG proteins)[30,84] and in specific conditions can

ers of gene regulation have a large number of interactions (Figure 2).

undergo liquid-to-solid phase transition (LSPT),[85] which in biomedi-

For these genes, the RNA and protein expression levels correlate with

cal literature is often referred to as aggregation[86] or deposition.[30]

the number of protein-protein, protein-DNA and protein-RNA con-

LSPT often results in formation of amyloid fibrils[87] that induce cellu-

tacts and are proportional to the number of structured regions in the

lar toxicity when mutations[88] or chemical changes[89] alter the struc-

encoded transcripts, which constitute a specific signature to be further
investigated.

ture or concentration of proteins, such as in the case of the SG proteins
fused in Sarcoma (FUS),[90] TDP-43[91] and SOD1.[92] LSPT is rather
a wide spread phenomenon[93] tightly linked to protein abundance.[7]

RNA MEDIATES MACROMOLECULAR ASSEMBLY IN
THE CELL

Indeed, biophysical experiments[85] indicate that there is a critical concentration, specific for each protein,[94,95] above which aggregation is
favored and formation of amyloid fibrils promoted.[96] Moreover, many
proteins have strong tendency to form amyloid structures,[97] in which

Recent breakthroughs indicate the existence of different types of biological assemblies that fall within a spectrum of matter states, span-

they arrange themselves into fibrils composed by stranded β-sheets[93]
(Supplementary Information).

ning from the highly reactive liquid-like state to the nearly-inert solid
amyloid fibrils.[72,73] The assemblies can involve molecules of different or equal nature (as in the case of amyloid fibrils) and RNA

LLPS and LSPT are cases of dosage sensitivity (DS)

molecules have been identified as either inductors or inhibitors of complex formation.[74] Since structured regions in RNA molecules pro-

LLPS and LSPT are intimately linked to dosage sensitivity.[98] Indeed,

mote interactions with proteins,[6] transcripts with large amount of

the broad class of dosage-sensitive (DS) proteins includes components
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F I G U R E 3 Coordination of protein-protein, protein-DNA and protein-RNA networks for the control of concentration-dependent interactions.
Box plots comparing properties of ‘dosage-dependent’ proteins: liquid-liquid phase separation (LLPS), liquid-solid phase transition (LSPT), dosage
sensitive (DS), variable copy number (VCN) proteins and the rest of the proteome (P) (Supporting Information). (A) Protein-protein network or
post-translational layer of regulation; (B) Protein abundance; (C) Protein-DNA network or transcriptional layer of regulation; (D) RNA abundance;
(E) Protein-RNA network or post-transcriptional layer of regulation; (F) RNA secondary structure content (Supporting Information). Notably, (F)
correlates with (E), as reported in our recent work[6] and follows the same trend presented in (A, B, and C) panels. The boxes show the interquartile
range (IQR), the central line represents the median, the whiskers add 1.5 times the IQR to the 75 percentile (box upper limit) and subtract 1.5 times
the IQR from the 25 percentile (box lower limit). The significance was calculated using Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (*P< 0.05; **P< 0.01; ***P< 0.001;
****P< 0.0001)
of complexes[99] that are in stoichiometric balance with other elements

human diseases.[100,101] With the aim of understanding how dosage

such as the ribosome; haplo-insufficient proteins that need a mini-

dependence and assembling are regulated from a network point of

mal concentration to function, such as Fragile X Mental Retardation

view, we analyzed the abundance and interactions of specific protein

Protein (FMRP); proteins aggregating at high concentration, such as

sets.

SNCA.[28]

PHASE SEPARATION IN THE CELL IS CONTROLLED
BY SPECIFIC INTERACTIONS

LLPS and LSPT proteins are highly abundant and
associated with a large number of protein-protein
interactions

We are particularly interested in the events leading to rewiring of

LLPS and LSPT proteins have more protein partners than other DS

interaction networks. Indeed, formation of complexes is a physio-

proteins linked to pathogenicity[2] (Figure 3A). Indeed, SG[30,84] and

logical event triggered by concertation and establishment of inter-

amyloid proteins[101] are known to sequester numerous other pro-

molecular contacts (Figure 1; Table 1). Aberrant assembly or pertur-

teins, interfering with the correct functioning of the cell. By contrast,

bation in the composition of complexes is associated with multiple

proteins associated with high variable copy number (VCN) and no
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toxicity establish a much smaller number of protein-protein interac-

translational one. LLPS and LSPT are particularly regulated at the

tions (Figure 3A), which suggests limited functionality within the cell.

post-transcriptional level (Figure 3E), in line with the RBP property of

VCN genes have a large copy number (e.g., due to duplication) and are

forming “small-world” networks,[114] in which functionally-related pro-

associated with a phenotype that is clinically interpreted as “benign”.[2]

teins act as circuits or “regulons”.[115] One minimal regulon is repre-

Our observations suggest that one major determinant of cell toxic-

sented by the interaction that specific RBPs can establish with their

ity is the co-aggregation of proteins, in large part IDPs, that recruit

own mRNAs to control their expression through feedback loops.[55,56]

partners through structurally disordered elements (Supplementary

For instance, Fragile Mental Retardation protein (FMPR)[116] and Tar

Information).[101]

DNA-binding protein (TDP43),[117] both belonging to the LLPS group,

LSPT in general, and amyloid proteins in particular, are highly abun-

bind to their cognate RNAs to limit the abundance of their protein lev-

dant in the cell[7] (Figure 3B) and their concentrations have been

els and avoid aggregation.[118] Regulons containing larger RBP com-

solubility.[102]

munities are intense object of study[17,119] and LSPT proteins such as

shown to often exceed the ones required for their
This property, called

“super-saturation”,[103,104]

is especially related

SNCA could be involved in negative feedback loops to control their

to the function of neuronal genes that are normally highly abundant

expression levels.[55,56] DS proteins (Figure 3E) in general show sig-

in order to control a large number of synaptic processes. Examples

nificant post-transcriptional regulation, which is in line with the fact

include, for instance, alpha-synuclein, protein that mediates dopamine

that several proto-oncogenes, cytokines, cell cycle regulators and reg-

neurotransmission,[54] tau, a microtubule-associated protein involved

ulatory proteins involved in tumorigenesis and cancer progression are

in Alzheimer’s disease,[105] and Huntingtin, part of the polyQ protein

under RBP control.[120]

family.[106] Similarly, LLPS proteins are highly expressed to “sense”
environmental changes to which the cell must react

quickly[107]

As previously shown in the analysis of HSP, IDP, RBPs and TF

(Fig-

genes (Figure 2E,F), the number of RBP interactions correlate with the

ure 3B). Accordingly, SGs form to protect RNAs and proteins upon

amount of RNA secondary structure (Figure 3E,F). While VCN genes

external insults.[108] By contrast, DS proteins are poorly expressed

show poor amount of double-stranded regions, which confirms their

(Figure 3B) and are tightly regulated by in several growth and develop-

poor functional role at the protein-protein (Figure 3A), protein-DNA

mental processes[108]

(Figure 3C) and protein-RNA levels (Figure 3E), DS and, in particular,

to avoid detrimental dysfunctions such as those

linked to aneuploidy disorders.[8]

LLPS and LSPT proteins have strong structural content. This observation is in agreement with previous reports indicating that LSPTcoding RNA have larger 5′ UTRs to better control their translation

LLPS and LSPT are tightly regulated by protein-DNA
networks

through RBP interactions.[110] The 3′ UTRs of genes coding for LLPS
proteins are the longest of all classes analyzed, indicating tight posttranscriptional regulation.

The class of VCN genes shows low abundance levels, which, in agreement with the poor amount of protein partners (Figure 3A), suggests restricted functionality, as confirmed by the lack of transcriptional regulation compared with the DS class (Figure 3C). DS genes
are under strong TF control, which is in line with their link to dis-

STRUCTURAL DISORDER AND RNA-BINDING
ABILITY ARE KEY DETERMINANTS OF
PATHOLOGICAL PHASE TRANSITIONS

ease when dysregulated.[109] LLPS and, to some extent, LSPT are controlled at the transcriptional layer.[110] SGs in particular were originally

Dysregulation of biological networks and toxicity are triggered by envi-

described as structures into which the TF HSF1 concentrates upon

ronmental changes as well as mutations in DNA molecules producing

heat shock.[111] Importantly, a fraction of SG proteins is represented

proteins that interact less efficiently or aggregate.[7,121,122] Despite

by RBPs that, in turn, regulate the processing of many genes, includ-

the strong coordination between the different layers of regulation (Fig-

ing tumor suppressors and on co-proteins.[112]

For instance, the stress

ure 2 and Figure 3), protein-DNA, protein-RNA and protein-protein

granule-associated protein GTPase-activating protein (SH3 domain)-

interactions are not always able to perform their functions. When their

binding protein 2 (G3BP2) regulates breast tumor initiation through

synchronization is disrupted, devastating diseases such as cancer and

the stabilization of Squamous cell carcinoma antigen recognized by T-

neurodegeneration take place.[123,124] To understand how properties

cells 3 (SART3) mRNA.[113]

of the master regulators are linked to pathology, we investigated the
link between the occurrence of diseases and the HSP, IDP, RBP and TF
gene content of VCN, DS, LLPS and LSPT classes. We found that VCN

LLPS and LSPT are tightly regulated by protein-RNA
networks

is the class with the lowest amount of disease-related genes and LSPT
has the strongest association with pathology (Supplementary Information). In addition, the LSPT class shows a high content of disease-

Following the trend identified for TF, IDP,RBP and HSP genes

related genes, in agreement with its involvement in neurodegeneration

(Figure 2D,F), protein and RNA levels of VCN, DS, LLPS and

and other human pathologies.[73]

LSPT classes show correlation (Figure 3D,F), which suggests that

Alteration in composition and spatio-temporal formation of protein

the post-translational level is tightly synchronized with the pre-

macromolecular assemblies can cause cellular disturbance.[81,125]
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highly aggregation-prone prion-like domain (PrLD).[131] Interestingly, a
subgroup of highly interacting IDPs containing PrLD and RNA-binding
domains have been found significantly enriched in phase-separating
proteins.[30,84] In agreement with this observation, nucleic-acid binding abilities and disorder were reported to be enriched in SGs.[74]
These properties have been recently used to build computational algorithms able to discern between LSPS and no LSPS proteins.[30,84]

CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
With the aim of studying how cells organize the assembly of complexes, we analyzed their interaction networks and regulatory layers

F I G U R E 4 Intrinsically disordered protein (IDP) content links
disease to formation of concentration-dependent assemblies. Analysis
of liquid-liquid phase separation (LLPS), liquid-solid phase transition
(LSPT), dosage sensitive (DS) and variable copy number (VCN)
proteins. (A) Comparison beteween the fraction of anotated IDPs and
the fraction of disease associated genes in the different protein sets.
Inset, there is a 0.96 correlation (Pearson’s) between number of IDPs
and proteins reported to be associated with disease. (B)In addition to
number of IDPs, another major discriminant between LLPS and LSPT is
the number of RBP proteins composing the set. Pearson’s correlations
are reported. Disease genes from https://www.disgenet.org/

(proteins change RNA structure[65,70] and RNA induces protein

The intrinsic ability of a protein to undergo LSPT and form amyloid

separation set (e.g., stress granules) and intrinsically disordered pro-

fibrils often results in a loss or gain of function and is linked to a

teins in the liquid-to-solid phase transition set (e.g., amyloids) suggests

higher probability to form highly reactive immature protein forms (e.g.,

that protein assembly is affected by the presence of RNA molecules

protofibrils).[72,73] Indeed, amyloid formation propensity is related to

as well as unfolded polypeptide regions such as prion-like domains

the propensity to progress into aberrant oligomerization states.[126]

(Figure 3).[74] In fact, RNAs, not originally included in the “protein-only

(Figure 1).
We discussed the finding that RNA molecules rich in double
stranded regions are highly prone to associate with proteins (Figure 2).[6] Our observations unveil the existence of “feedback loops”
assembly[30,61] ) that regulate cellular events.[56,132] In addition to
protein-protein and protein-RNA interactions,[108,133] the RNA-RNA
network should be better investigated to achieve a full description of
the post-transcriptional layer of regulation.[67]
The enrichment of RNA-binding proteins in the liquid-liquid phase

While HSP, RBP and TF contents do not show an appreciable link

hypothesis” of prion propagation,[134,135] could be regarded as critical

with the number of disease-related genes, the IDP class shows a

factors influencing protein aggregation.[74] More generally, RNAs[133]

remarkable correlation (Figure 4A). This result is particularly interest-

are potent organizers of the material state[30,61] and are able to alter

ing because misexpressed, misprocessed and dysregulated IDPs are

the overall solubility of macromolecular complexes.[6,130]

highly prone to engage in promiscuous interactions with other pro-

Mutations in transcription factors, RNA-binding proteins, heat-

teins, DNA or RNA molecules, causing pathological states.[127] More-

shock chaperones and intrinsically disordered proteins can dramati-

over, an “evolutionary biochemistry” approach based on molecular

cally modify the coordination between regulatory networks.[103] The

modelling and NMR experiments suggests that interactions in a pro-

occurrence of human disease is often accompanied with a decrease of

teome start with low-affinity IDPs that become structured and specific

specific interactions with nucleic acids and an increase in structural

through progressive mutations.[128] Thus, the promiscuity of IDP and

disorder of proteins (Figure 4). The fact that intrinsically disordered

their ability to interact at all levels in protein-protein, protein-DNA and

proteins are prone to form promiscuous interactions with proteins

protein-RNA layers could be the origin of the versatility of gene net-

and especially RNA and DNA should be further investigated.[124,127]

works but also its weakness.

Indeed, understanding the co-evolution between protein and nucleic-

Interestingly, the LSPT group is depleted in RNA-binding ability with
respect to LSPS genes (Figure 4B). In agreement, it has been observed

acids interactions will be key to unravel the mechanisms governing cell
homeostasis.

a decrease in liquid-like behavior after the disruption of RNA-binding
domains,[129] this may favor the formation of interactions leading to
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